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Whistleblower Disclosures 
 
The Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, updated by the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement 
Act (WPEA) of 2012, protects Federal employees from reprisal for disclosing information they 
reasonably believe evidences: 
 

• Violation of any law, rule, or regulation. 
• Gross mismanagement. 
• Gross waste of funds. 
• Abuse of authority. 
• Substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. 

 
An Agency official’s threat to take, propose, or not take a personnel action because of 
whistleblowing activities constitutes a prohibited personnel practice.  The protection of Federal 
employee whistleblowers falls within the jurisdiction of the Office of Special Counsel (OSC), an 
independent agency.  At NASA, under certain circumstances, the Office of Inspector General 
(OIG) may also review these matters. 
 
You are protected if you make a lawful whistleblower disclosure to the OSC, the NASA OIG, or a 
NASA supervisor or manager.  You are also protected if you make such a disclosure to other 
individuals or organizations, such as a congressional committee or the media, provided that the 
disclosure is not specifically prohibited by law and the information does not have to be kept secret 
in the interest of national defense or foreign affairs.  Whistleblowing involving classified information 
or systems may be done in accordance with the Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection 
Act (ICWPA) which designates certain offices and persons to receive classified whistleblowing 
disclosures. 
 
The WPEA expanded and clarified protections for whistleblowers.  Specifically, it clarifies that 
employees are protected even if the disclosures are identified as part of their existing job duties, such 
as for auditors and safety inspectors. 
 
Further, WPEA: 

 
• Protects disclosures even if made to an individual who participated in the alleged 

wrongdoing being disclosed. 
• Protects disclosures that have been previously made or were known. 
• Protects employees regardless of their motive for making the protected disclosure unless the 

information is disclosed with the knowledge that it is false or with willful disregard for its 
truth or falsity. 

• Protects verbal disclosures or those otherwise not made in writing. 
• Protects disclosures without regard to when the reported activity may have occurred. 
• Protects Government scientists for disclosures related to the integrity of the scientific 

process. 
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• Additional information about whistleblower protections, to include making protected disclosures 

and filing claims of reprisal for whistleblowing activities, can be accessed on the OSC Web site 
at:  https://osc.gov/.   

• A course in the System for Administration, Training, and Educational Resources for NASA 
(SATERN), “Whistleblower Protection Training for Managers and Supervisors,” is available to 
all NASA employees.  To locate the course: 

o Go to https://satern.nasa.gov, then click the Launch SATERN button. 
o In the Find Learning tile search field, type Whistleblower Protection Training for 

Managers and Supervisors. 
o Click the Go button. 

• For more information on your rights, refer to the attached OSC file titled “Know Your Rights 
When Reporting Wrongs.” 

• OIG’s Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman page, which can be found at:  
https://oig.nasa.gov/.  At the bottom of the page under the Contact NASA OIG section, click 
the Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman link. 

• You may contact Frank LaRocca, the NASA Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman (who also 
serves as Counsel to the NASA Inspector General) at 1-202-358-2575 or by e-mail at HQ-OIG-
Counsel@mail.nasa.gov. 

 
 
 

For questions concerning this notice, contact: 
NASA Shared Services Center (NSSC) Customer Contact Center 
1-877-677-2123 (1-877-NSSC123) or nssc-contactcenter@nasa.gov 
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS WHEN REPORTING WRONGS 
Whistleblower disclosures can save lives as well as billions of taxpayer dollars. They play a critical role in keeping our 
government honest, efficient and accountable. Recognizing that whistleblowers root out waste, fraud and abuse, and protect 
public health and safety, federal laws strongly encourage employees to disclose wrongdoing. Federal laws also protect federal 
employees from retaliation. 

The U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) plays an important role in helping whistleblowers. OSC is an independent agency that 
protects federal employees from “prohibited personnel practices,” including whistleblower retaliation and unlawful hiring 
practices, such as nepotism. OSC also provides an independent, secure channel for disclosing and resolving wrongdoing in federal 
agencies. This guide provides a summary of whistleblower protections and avenues available to employees to disclose 
wrongdoing. For more information, please visit OSC’s website at www.osc.gov. 

Where can I report wrongdoing? 

Current and former federal employees and applicants (henceforth “federal employees”) can report on any of the following types of 
wrongdoing: 

• a violation of any law, rule, or regulation,
• gross mismanagement,
• a gross waste of funds,
• an abuse of authority,
• a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety, or
• censorship related to scientific research if censorship meets one of the above-listed categories.

Federal employees have many options on where to disclose wrongdoing, including but not limited to, making disclosures to 
supervisors or someone higher up in management; agency’s Inspector General (IG); OSC; or, Congress. For whistleblower 
disclosures involving classified national security information or other information protected from public release by law (e.g. 
patient privacy information), whistleblowers must use confidential channels such as an IG, OSC, or Congress in order to be 
protected from adverse personnel actions related to their disclosures. 

OSC has jurisdiction to protect federal employees at most agencies from retaliation for filing an appeal, complaint, or grievance; 
helping someone else file or testifying on their behalf; cooperating with or disclosing information to the Special Counsel or an 
Inspector General; or, refusing to obey an unlawful order. 

Can I keep my identity confidential? 

Yes. Most Inspectors General have hotlines that allow employees to make confidential disclosures. Inspectors General are 
prohibited from disclosing an employee’s identity unless the IG determines that disclosure is unavoidable or is compelled by a 
court order. If you file a disclosure with OSC, your identity will not be shared outside of OSC without your consent. However, 
OSC may disclose your identity only if OSC determines that it is necessary because of an imminent danger to public health or 
safety or an imminent violation of any criminal law. 

What will OSC do once I make a disclosure? 

When a federal employee discloses wrongdoing to OSC, OSC evaluates the information and interviews the federal employee. OSC 
determines whether it is substantially likely that the employee’s allegation – or any portion of it – can be proven and whether it 
discloses a violation of a law, rule, or regulation; gross mismanagement; a gross waste of funds; an abuse of authority; or a 
substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. If it meets that standard, OSC will require the agency to investigate 
and submit a report of the agency’s findings to OSC. The whistleblower then has an opportunity to comment on the agency 
report. Those comments, together with any comments or recommendations by the Special Counsel, are sent with the agency 
report to the President and congressional oversight committees. The agency report is usually made available to the public. 

http://www.osc.gov/


Are whistleblowers protected from retaliation? 

Yes. The Whistleblower Protection Act prohibits retaliation. This means it is unlawful for agencies to take or threaten to take a 
personnel action against an employee because he or she disclosed wrongdoing. Personnel actions can include poor performance 
review, demotion, suspension, or termination. 

However, disclosures of information specifically prohibited by law or required by Executive Order to be kept secret are protected 
only when made to an OIG, OSC, or Congress. Additionally, federal law establishes that a federal employee has the right to 
communicate with and provide information to Congress. 

What can you do if you believe retaliation occurred? 

If you believe that an agency has retaliated against you because of your whistleblowing or because you engaged in protected 
activity such as disclosing information to an Inspector General, you can: 

• file a complaint with OSC, which may seek corrective action when warranted;
• file a union grievance; or
• if you have been subject to a significant personnel action, you can file an appeal with the Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB; www.mspb.gov) and assert  retaliation as a defense.

Note that a federal employee may choose only one of these three options when appealing a significant personnel action. 

What relief is available to an employee who has suffered retaliation? 

Many forms of relief are available. They include job restoration, reversal of suspensions and other adverse actions, back pay, 
reasonable and foreseeable consequential damages, such as medical costs, attorney fees, and compensatory damages. In addition, 
damages may be awarded for attorney fees and expenses incurred due to retaliation. 

Can the OSC delay a personnel action while the matter is investigated? 

Yes. An individual may ask OSC to delay, or “stay,” an adverse personnel action pending an investigation. OSC will consider 
requesting a delay of a personnel action if OSC has reasonable grounds to believe that a prohibited personnel action was taken 
and, absent a stay, the employee will be subjected to immediate and substantial harm, such as removal, suspension for more than 
14 days, or geographic reassignment. 

How can the OSC remedy a prohibited personnel practice? 

Federal employees may report suspected prohibited personnel practices (PPPs) to OSC. Their complaint will be investigated. If 
there is sufficient evidence to prove a violation, OSC can seek corrective action, disciplinary action, or both. Alternatively, parties 
in selected cases may agree to mediate their dispute in order to reach a mutually agreeable resolution of the complaint. OSC may 
attempt to resolve a case with an agency at any stage. If an agency refuses to provide corrective action, then OSC can take the 
case to the MSPB. The MSPB can order the agency to take corrective action. Such litigation begins with the filing of a petition by 
OSC that alleges there are reasonable grounds to believe a prohibited personnel practice occurred, is occurring, or is imminent. 

Can a manager be held accountable for retaliating against a federal employee? 

Yes. OSC may seek disciplinary action against any employee who commits a prohibited personnel practice. If an agency fails to 
take disciplinary action, then OSC can bring a disciplinary action case to the MSPB against the employee who committed the 
prohibited personnel practice. If the MSPB finds that an individual has committed a prohibited personnel 
practice, it can order disciplinary action, including removal, reduction in grade, debarment from federal employment for up to five 
years, suspension, reprimand, or a fine of up to $1,000. Additionally, new statutory provisions impose a minimum penalty for 
supervisors that commit violations of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8), (b)(9), or (b)(14). 

For more information on prohibited personnel practices (PPPs), including retaliation, go to www.osc.gov/ppp. 
To learn more about filing a whistleblower disclosure with OSC, go to www.osc.gov/disclose.  

To file a PPP complaint or whistleblower disclosure with OSC, go to www.osc.gov/efile.  

U.S. Office of Special Counsel 
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